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User Research Findings



Research Summary

The goal of this study is to test our designs with service agents to see if the proposed 
designs provide a useful, seamless, and intuitive experience that aligns with customer's 
business processes and user expectations.

14 Participants (Respondent + Daikin) 

3 Manager/Supervisors   |   9 L2 Agents   |   2 L1 Agents

7 B2B    | 7 B2C



What we tested

Invision Prototype

6 Scenarios

• Phone Call Scenario
• Chat Scenario
• Knowledge Discovery
• Recent Business Documents 
• Error Messages
• Ticket Attachments

https://sapsalescloud.invisionapp.com/share/T3RUNJ6C92F


Things that went well:

Account Identification – Vast majority of 
users were able to successfully search for a 
ticket to identify the caller
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Things that went well:

Timeline - Users expected new 
engagements and events to show up in 
the timeline and were often actively 
looking at the timeline for confirmation 
that something (email, ticket, etc.) had 
been logged/created
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Recommended solutions - Users found the 
right side panel useful

They liked that there was an easy way to 
access and send relevant potential 
solutions
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Channels
Overarching questions:
• How can I intuitively locate the minimized channel window? 
• In the chat window, what functions are most important to me as an agent?



Users cannot locate End Chat

Insights

Observations

“If I could change one thing, it would be to bring end chat to the front since it’s so commonly used”

Users expected frequently used actions to be easily 
accessible, not buried

Users value end chat and transfer chat more than 
emojis and video – we don’t really use emojis in 
professional settings

Users looked for an “X” in the upper right corner, 
or an end chat button on the chat header

Last resort: users would close out the global or 
contextual tabs

14/14 could not complete

Recommendations
Re-design to prioritize the most important actions for 
users



Insights

Observations

Having active channels easily accessible and 
identifiable is among the highest priorities  for 
agents in regards to screen real estate

Users looked to bottom right corner, than global tab 
when searching for minimized call box

Some users prefer to drag chat box around rather than 
minimize, so they are instantly aware of new messages

Users felt the call box had a lot of dead space, and 
could be more compact

Some users expected minimized channel to be bigger 
with more information (i.e. name, active status)

Users did not know where to locate minimized channels
“I have no idea where my call window went, this makes me scared because I don’t know 
if I just hung up on my customer”

13/14 could not locate

Recommendations
Re-think design to make minimized channels easier to 
find



Customer 360 vs. Ticket View
Overarching questions:
• How do I differentiate the purposes & use of Customer 360 and Ticket view? 



Users consistently referred to Customer 360 as the 
ticket page and did not notice key changes in the 
information provided on Customer 360 vs. Ticket 360

Often, they would refer to the Account number as the 
Ticket number 

Contextual tabs were often missed or ignored – the 
term Customer 360 was foreign to some users

Users had difficulty discerning the difference between 
Customer 360 and Ticket 360

Insights

Observations“It wasn’t clear to me that these pages were different because they looked so similar to each other. 
Everything looks pretty busy.”

11/14 could not identify

At first glance, the two pages look extremely similar, 
they become overwhelmed because they don’t know 
what to focus on first. 

Users need obvious, prominent differences to help 
understand the intent of Customer 360 vs. Ticket 360

Important information should be clearly visible (e.g. 
SLAs, Status, Priority, Customer Information – Name, 
Address, Email, Phone Number)

Not relevant: Date of Birth, External ID

Recommendations
Provide visual indication that helps users immediately 
differentiate the two screens



A few times, users got confused between Interaction 
Notes vs. Notes and were unclear when you would 
use one vs. the other

Multiple People tried to send email through 
Interaction Notes 

Flexibility and prominence of notes made it easy to use 
for document updates to the ticket frequently 

Insights

Observations

Users’ confusion between Customer 360 and Ticket 
360 was clear when they did not know when to use 
Interaction Notes vs. Notes

The Subject field in Interaction Notes threw users off 
since it looked similar to an email normally looks like

Users struggled to understand where to initiate 
engagements 
“Why are these [Customer 360 and Ticket 360] notes different?“

11/14 could not identify

Recommendations
Re-think how we are approaching the solution/design 
for Interaction Notes vs. Notes



Ticket View
Overarching questions:
• How should content be structured and included to easily identify most relevant/important 

information? 
• How do I update and add content to ticket details?



Users don’t understand purpose, content of References
“I am frankly not sure what References is, maybe it’s a duplication of the Recommended Solutions (KB) side panel?” 

10/14 did not understand

Insights

Observations
Users were unable to identify the purpose of 
References and unable to explain the contents

Users frequently referred to References as 
Recommended Solutions

When asked where they expect spare part order to 
appear, most expected it in Ticket Activities

References does not have clear purpose for users

There is a lack of a use case for the contents within 
References

Recommendations
Re-think and define what the use case of References is 
and if it is necessary



Users did not find updating Ticket/Customer Info intuitive 
“I imagine I’d be able to update ticket info in the cards on the left hand side"

Insights

Observations
Users tried to update ticket details and customer 
information in the left hand card

Many expected inline editing when clicking on 
content in left cards

Inline editing is useful for making our software lighter 
and more flexible

Editing in side cards doesn’t require agent to leave 
ticket screen, reducing time spent

9/14 could not find

Recommendations
Re-design how users update information (from 
contextual cards)



Customer 360
Overarching questions:
• How should content be structured and included to easily identify most relevant/important 

information?
• How do I update and add content to customer details?



Users struggled to understand contents of Recent Business Documents
“I have no idea where to look for sales orders”

Insights

Observations
Users could not locate the sales orders within Recent 
Business Documents

Users found it useless to have only 3 listed in card –
would rather have search functionality

Recent Business Documents contents is not clear to 
users

10/14 could not understand

Recommendations
Re-think use case and definition of Recent Business 
Documents

Reword and re-design to make it more apparent what 
is under Recent Business Documents



KB and Attachments
Overarching questions:
• Where do I attach & document KB and customer documents?
• How do I share KB and customer documents?
• How "Link to Ticket" is different than attaching KB to the notes?
• How "Embed article Link" is different than "Copy article link"?



Users found right panel too busy. Thumbs up 
and Thumbs down are not the most relevant. Not 
many users commented on Author. 

Users tried dragging KB card in their email.

Right panel too busy
“It's a lot of text. Looks too busy. I don't need see all the information in the right panel ."

Insights

Observations

Users felt vote up and down is not useful at this 
stage, but it would be helpful to see it on article 
full view screen. Same for "By".

Users preferred to drag and drop knowledge 
article in the email from the right panel.

Users thought visual indication to show used 
article in the past would help so they know which 
article they have used it in the past.

7/14 felt same way

Recommendations
Re-think the information presented in the Right Panel

Incorporate design to offer flexibility to user 



Copy Link & Link to Ticket Icons/Functionality
“I don't understand what these icons are and how these functionalities are different…"

11/14 could not identify

Insights

Observations

'Embed in reply' wasn't used much since it 
can be used only when an article is very small.

Most of the users preferred to use 'Attach as 
PDF' as that is customer friendly format and 
works well with any device from a content 
consumption perspective.

Users could not recognize Copy link and Link to 
ticket icon and what functionality to expect there.
They thought Copy Link would copy article text.

Users were not sure how 'Copy article link' is 
different than 'Embed link' and how 'Link to ticket' 
is different than 'Attaching an article to the notes'.

Recommendations
Re-think and re-define use cases to determine if these 
functionalities are useful 



B2B & B2C Trends

B2B
Ø More likely to send KB articles as 

PDF

Ø Not as likely to use chat as a 
channel

B2C
Ø More likely to send KB articles as 

link, or embedded in text

Ø Prefer to always have chat open, 
to instantly see notifications



Other notable comments:

Accessibility

One participant mentioned that he has visual issues, so accessibility features (good 
color contrast, large text) are really important 

Follow up tickets/schedule follow up contact

Multiple users mentioned that they would like some way to schedule a follow up 
with customers so that they don’t have to remember on their own 



Other notable comments:

Inconsistency with See More vs. Arrow vs. Expand Icon

There are multiple ways that we are revealing more information
• “See More” in Ticket Details opens a quick view
• Arrow in Ticket Details expands the card
• “See More” in chat opens new tab with full transcript
• Expand Icon in Recent Business Documents opens new tab with full list

Reported By

Jenny Smith

Team

Service Team 1

Description

The new coffee machine delivered is 
damaged. Customer requested…See More  

Processor

David Miller



Reported On

04.29.2019, 02:52

Ticket Details
Text Chat With Jenny Smith

David MillerHandled By:
12.08.2018  |  10:05 AM



Chat Transcriptғ 

Customer · 02:47 PM

I have a Problem with my new bike, I tried as the guidence,but did not work.

David Miller · 02:46 PM

David Miller · 02:48 PM

Hello, how can I help you today?

Great, I can help with that.  First, I just need some basic information to better serve you 
today.  May I have your name please?

See More

Customer Name:  Jenny Email Address:  jenny.smith@kixo.com Queue Address:  USA sales
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How likely are you to 
recommend this product 
to a friend/colleague? 

How useable did you 
find the product? 

How useful did you find 
the product? 

On a scale from 0-10:

7.8 # #



Daikin
End Chat Channel 

icons
Minimize
Call/Chat

Visualization Drag & Drop Link to emails Ticket vs
customer
360 page

Customer 
360 ‚Recent
Biz docs‘

Ticket page
‚Update 
Content‘

Couldn‘t end 
chat, expected
icon to be on 
upper right
corner of chat
tile, ideally an x

Add an x at 
upper right
corner to end 
chat, also 
highlight chat
transfer by
using an icon

Hard to find 
after minimized
- Move to right
bottom when
minimized, also 
allow drag and 
drop

Pages are busy, 
make relevant 
info more
prominent, use
more visuals

Attachments 
from KB as
drag and drop
into email, copy
icon unclear

Not clear how
to link article to
ticket

Main difference
unclear – colors
and titles could
help

Name: rather
customer
details

Found ‚sales
order‘, but was 
not 100% 
intuitive

Expand icon
could be
clearer

RBD details exit
unclear

Should be in 
‚ticket details‘ 
section

• I could not always find what I was looking for, however, once you know how to use it, it is easy to use.
• All important information is there, but the important information doesn‘t stand out enough.
• I would use more visuals to make it easier to consume, anything of importance or relevance should be visualized. 

Open comments

Results by focus areas



Resources

Invision Prototype

Insights Excel sheet

Interview Summaries

Synthesis (Post-its)

https://sapsalescloud.invisionapp.com/share/T3RUNJ6C92F
https://sap.sharepoint.com/:x:/r/teams/SAPServiceCloudUX/_layouts/15/WopiFrame2.aspx?sourcedoc=%7bef97bc2b-76c8-4539-818c-93a583c43d99%7d&action=edit
https://sap.sharepoint.com/:w:/r/teams/SAPServiceCloudUX/_layouts/15/Doc.aspx?sourcedoc=%7ba850ed38-76e8-469c-991e-801ec79b97e7%7d&action=edit&wdPid=dea1507
https://teams.microsoft.com/_

